
Lecture 19 - More Probability and Combinatorics
Examples

DSC 40A, Winter 2024



Announcements▶ Discussion is tonight.▶ Homework 6 has been released, due Wednesday at
11:59pm.▶ Homework 7 (last HW) will be released this Friday along
with the second Extra Credit opportunity.



Agenda▶ Lots of examples.



óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ः Ʉ˙ƨɼ˙Ƕƨ˝
İƨऒɼƨ ǖɄǶȳǖ ŗȳʌ˝ƨɼ ʚǫƨ ʌŗȭƨ ɸʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ʯʌǶȳǖ ʌƨ˙ƨɼŗț ƕǶ˽ƨɼƨȳʚ
ʚƨƉǫȳǶɸʯƨʌࣖ

çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ
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óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࡹ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ɱƨɼȭʯʚŗʚǶɄȳʌࣱ
çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ
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óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࡽ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ɱƨɼȭʯʚŗʚǶɄȳʌ ŗȳƕ ʚǫƨ ƉɄȭɱțƨȭƨȳʚࣱ
çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ
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óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࢁ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ƉɄȭſǶȳŗʚǶɄȳʌࣱ
çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ
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óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࢁ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ƉɄȭſǶȳŗʚǶɄȳʌࣱ

çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣗࡹ âŗɼʚ ࡹ ࣯6ƨȳɄȭǶȳŗʚɄɼࣱࣘ yǑ ˦Ʉʯ ƕɼŗ˝ ŗ ʌŗȭɱțƨ ɄǑ ʌǶ˲ƨ
ࢉ ŗʚ ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚ ǑɼɄȭ ŗ ɱɄɱʯțŗʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʌǶ˲ƨ ࣗࡱࡽ
ǫɄ˝ ȭŗȳ˦ ƕǶ˽ƨɼƨȳʚ ʌƨʚʌ ɄǑ ǶȳƕǶ˙Ƕƕʯŗțʌ ƉɄʯțƕ ˦Ʉʯ ƕɼŗ˝ࣞ

sets of 5students Cbs 5 到
⼆意



óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࢁ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ƉɄȭſǶȳŗʚǶɄȳʌࣱ

çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣗࡹ âŗɼʚ ࡽ ࣯¥ʯȭƨɼŗʚɄɼࣱࣘ yǑ ˦Ʉʯ ƕɼŗ˝ ŗ ʌŗȭɱțƨ ɄǑ ʌǶ˲ƨ ࢉ
ŗʚ ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚ ǑɼɄȭ ŗ ɱɄɱʯțŗʚǶɄȳ ɄǑ ʌǶ˲ƨ ࣗࡱࡽ
ǫɄ˝ ȭŗȳ˦ ƕǶ˽ƨɼƨȳʚ ʌƨʚʌ ɄǑ ǶȳƕǶ˙Ƕƕʯŗțʌ ǶȳƉțʯƕƨ �˙Ƕࣞ
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óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࢁ ʯʌǶȳǖ
ƉɄȭſǶȳŗʚǶɄȳʌࣱ
çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ



óƨțƨƉʚǶȳǖ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ ࣯¡ƨʚǫɄƕ ࣘࢅ एʚǫƨ ƨŗʌ˦ ˝ŗ˦ऐࣱ

çʯƨʌʚǶɄȳ ࣘࡹ ÿǫƨɼƨ ŗɼƨ ࡱࡽ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ŗ Ɖțŗʌʌࣖ �˙Ƕ Ƕʌ Ʉȳƨ ɄǑ
ʚǫƨȭࣖ óʯɱɱɄʌƨ ˝ƨ ʌƨțƨƉʚ ࢉ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌ Ƕȳ ʚǫƨ Ɖțŗʌʌ ʯȳǶǑɄɼȭț˦ ŗʚ
ɼŗȳƕɄȭ ˝ǶʚǫɄʯʚ ɼƨɱțŗƉƨȭƨȳʚࣖ İǫŗʚ Ƕʌ ʚǫƨ ɱɼɄſŗſǶțǶʚ˦ ʚǫŗʚ �˙Ƕ
Ƕʌ ŗȭɄȳǖ ʚǫƨ ࢉ ʌƨțƨƉʚƨƕ ʌʚʯƕƨȳʚʌࣞ



With vs. without replacement

Discussion Question

We’ve determined that a probability that a random sam-
ple of 5 students from a class of 20without replacement
contains Avi (one student in particular) is 14 .
Suppose we instead sampled with replacement. Would
the resulting probability be equal to, greater than, or
less than 14?
a) Equal to
b) Greater than
c) Less than





Art supplies

Question 2, Part 1: We have 12 art supplies: 5 markers and 7
crayons. In how many ways can we select 4 art supplies?



Art supplies
Question 2, Part 2: We have 12 art supplies: 5 markers and 7
crayons. In how many ways can we select 4 art supplies such
that we have...
1. 2 markers and 2 crayons?
2. 3 markers and 1 crayon?



Art supplies
Question 2, Part 3: We have 12 art supplies: 5 markers and 7
crayons. We randomly select 4 art supplies. What’s the
probability that we selected at least 2 markers?



Fair coin
Question 3: Suppose we flip a fair coin 10 times.
1. What is the probability that we see the specific sequence
THTTHTHHTH?

2. What is the probability that we see an equal number of
heads and tails?



Unfair coin
Question 4: Suppose we flip an unfair coin 10 times. The coin
is biased such that for each flip, 𝑃(heads) = 13 .
1. What is the probability that we see the specific sequence
THTTHTHHTH?

2. What is the probability that we see an equal number of
heads and tails?





Deck of cards

▶ There are 52 cards in a standard deck (4 suits, 13 values).♥: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A♦: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A♣: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A♠: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A▶ In poker, each player is dealt 5 cards, called a hand. The
order of cards in a hand does not matter.



Deck of cards

1. How many 5 card hands are there in poker?

2. How many 5 card hands are there where all cards are of
the same suit (a flush)?



3. How many 5 card hands are there that include a
four-of-a-kind (four cards of the same value)?

4. How many 5 card hands are there that have a straight (all
card values consecutive)?



5. How many 5 card hands are there that are a straight flush
(all card values consecutive and of the same suit)?



6. How many 5 card hands are there that include exactly one
pair (values aabcd)?



Summary



Summary▶ A sequence is obtained by selecting 𝑘 elements from a
group of 𝑛 possible elements with replacement, such that
order matters.▶ Number of sequences: 𝑛𝑘.▶ A permutation is obtained by selecting 𝑘 elements from a
group of 𝑛 possible elements without replacement, such
that order matters.▶ Number of permutations: 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = 𝑛!(𝑛−𝑘)! .▶ A combination is obtained by selecting 𝑘 elements from a
group of 𝑛 possible elements without replacement, such
that order does not matter.▶ Number of combinations: (𝑛𝑘) = 𝑛!(𝑛−𝑘)!𝑘! .


